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Search

The 
Search
field offers free text search. The complete word (no fragments) inserted
in this field will be searched in the entire database’s content, including comments.
The auto completion function makes suggestions and indicates how many results
(entries) are in the database for the distinct search terms. Queries can be modified by
using the following syntax in the 
Search 
field:
Search
rattus liver

Result
entries containing both terms 
rattus
and 
liver

rattus AND liver
(rattus OR liver)

entries containing either the term 
rattus
or
liver

(rattus OR human) AND liver

entries containing the term 
liver
and either 
rattus
or 
human

Search

Result

"homo sapiens"

entries containing both terms 
homo
and 
sapiens 
in the
exact order

ratt*
*kinase

wildcard search for more than one character
entries containing terms starting with 
ratt 
(e.g. Rattus
norvegicus) or ending with 
kinase
(e.g. Hexokinase)

"mammalia (NCBI)" NOT "homo sapiens"
"liver (BTO)"

entries for all organisms of class 
mammalia
(based on
NCBI taxonomy) but not for 
homo sapiens
entries for tissue 
liver
including all tissue subparts and cell
lines (based on BRENDA Tissue Ontology)

Substrate:ATP

entries with reactions containing substrate 
ATP
similar queries for specific attributes can be defined by
using all other database attributes (see 
Advanced Search
)

Substrate:ATP AND Substrate:Pyruvate
Substrate:(ATP AND Pyruvate)

entries with reactions containing both 
ATP
and 
Pyruvate
as
substrates

Year:[1990 TO 2012]

entries with publication years between 
1990
and 
2012
(see also 
Advanced Search
)

More specific queries can additionally be defined by the 
Advanced Search
.

Advanced Search

To restrict search terms to specific attributes also the 
Advanced Search 
can be
used. First an attribute from the list has to be selected. Then while typing terms a
selection list with suggestions will appear containing the number of database entries
related to them. Select a term from the list and click the 
Add & Search
button to start
the search. Wildcard search is not possible for the advanced search, the exact
search term is needed.
Searches with different terms for the same attribute is possible using the OR boolean
operator.
For the specific attributes 
Tissue
and 
Organism
an ontologybased search can be
defined by selecting terms with additional information 
(BTO)
or 
(NCBI)
. By selecting
BTO terms the search will include all subclasses of this term based on the BRENDA
Tissue Ontology (
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/1005
). By selecting NCBI
terms the search will include all subclasses of this term based on the NCBI Organism
Taxonomy (
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy
).
Time periods of publications in attribute 
Year 
can be defined:
>1990
<1990

entries with publication years from 
1990
until today
entries with publication years up to 
1990

Filter Options

Queries can be specified additionally by setting different filters using the 
Filter
Options
box.
There are filters for the enzyme/protein. By default all entries containing Wildtype or
Mutant proteins are displayed. By disabling one of these criteria only wildtype or only
mutant data will be displayed. Selecting Recombinant will restrict the search output to
entries resulting from experiments conducted with recombinant proteins.
Selecting the Rate Equation filter will display only data entries with a kinetic rate
equation. Accordingly, selecting the Transport Reaction filter will restrict the search
result to transport reactions.
Environmental conditions (pH value, Temperature) can be specified by moving the
slider buttons to select a range.
Additionally the source of the data (Direct Submission, Publication, or BioModel
(Model upload via SBML)) and the time of data insertion can be used to restrict the
search.

Search Result
Entry View
The search result is represented by default in the 
Entry View
, which is a table
containing overview information of the database entries sorted by Sabio EntryID. The
content of the table columns can be resorted by clicking on the column headers.
The number of entries per page can be varied.

Detailed information is given in the single database entries which can be displayed
by clicking on the blue triangle to open an entry. Alternatively all entries can be
opened at once by selecting “expand all displayed entries”.

SABIORK offers details about the Reaction, Organism, Enzyme, Pathway and
Compound of an entry which are shown in additional popup windows after clicking
on the appropiate term.
These Details are partially interlinked, and contain additionally links to external
databases, e.g., clicking on the Reaction (in the Entry View or in the Reaction View)
opens the Reaction Details containing the SABIO ReactionID, Stochiometric
Equation, Substrates, Products, Enzymes known to catalyse this reaction, Pathways
and links to external databases.

Reaction View
In addition to the 
Entry View
table there is the 
Reaction View
table which groups
the entries based on the biochemical reaction.
In the Entry and in the Reaction View data can be exported in spreadsheet, SBML or
BioPAX format. Entries can be selected either by clicking the checkbox at the end of
each entry row in the overview table or by clicking the checkbox in the last column
header to select all displayed entries per page (see also 
Data Export
).

To get a quick impression about a certain reaction and to understand the connections
between reaction, enzymes, organisms, and tissues a visualization is available.

Visual Search
Finally 
Visual Search
gives an visual overview of the Search Result together with the

opportunity to confine the search, e.g. to an organism, a tissue or a special kind of
kinetic parameter or kinetic rate law.

Data Export
To export data in SBML, BioPAX, or spreadsheet format entries can be selected
either in the 
Entry View
or 
Reaction View
by clicking the checkbox at the end of
each entry row in the overview table or by clicking the checkbox in the last column
header to select all displayed entries per page.

Selected entries are stored in the 
Export Cart
(“Entries to Export”) and the total
number of selected entries is given. By clicking on “Entries to Export” a table gives an
overview about selected entries for export in SBML, BioPAX or spreadsheet format.
Single entries can be removed afterwards from the export table by checking them
and clicking on the remove button.

There are three different exports methods: Write spreadsheet, SBML, and BioPAX
Write spreadsheet
allows to export the data in a table format (xls or tsv).

The user can choose which entry information should be exported by selecting the
columns to be exported.

As a default choice 8 items are selected (right column) which can easily be removed
by clicking on the minus. To include additional columns in the export table the
appropriate items on the left side should be included by clicking on the plus.
The order of the columns can easily be changed by shifting them up and down.
After finishing the selection and the order of the favoured columns, which are
previewed for the first 3 entries, the Export xls or Export tsv button should be pressed
to execute the export.
Write SBML
allows to export the selected entries as a model in the Systems Biology
Markup Language (SBML)format or as pdf. Different SBML versions and annotation
schema could be selected and a userdefined name could be given to the SBML file.

No Search Result
If the 
Search
did not give any results, a link to a prefilled request form is given (see
below).

User feedback can also be given via the contact button or within Services as Request
for SABIORK curation service. Any feedback is highly appreciated.

The search term is already filled in, so that the user can request, e.g., for the addition
of special publications, pathways or kinetic data for the search term.
This request is for free, will be edited by a SABIO curator and shown subsequently in
the Public Curation List, if the user allowed it by chosing false in the Details Hidden
section.

